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The U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Developme
and Engineering Center~TARDEC! has had a broad in
terest in modeling and simulation techniques during
last several decades. Specifically, as army ground veh
designers, our group is interested in predicting the per
mance of military observers for detecting and discrimin
ing vehicle targets in complex background scenes.
have developed the Visual Perception Laboratory~VPL!
to both calibrate and validate target acquisition models
complex visual tasks. This facility is able to augment fie
test data by presenting visual stimuli to human observ
under controlled laboratory conditions. Laboratory p
ception testing is synergistic with our other modeling a
simulation tools in the early test and evaluation phase
vehicle development programs. It provides a means
perform excursions from currently available model a
field test data. The model-test-model paradigm is an
herent necessity at the present state of developmen
target acquisition models.

This special section ofOptical Engineeringcontains a
selection of papers on the topic Advances in Target A
quisition Modeling. The contributing authors represen
cross section of international experts in this subject a
The majority of the papers deal with some type of milita
related acquisition task, although much of this work
applicable to commercial applications as well.

The general topic area is quite broad and overlaps w
several modeling and simulation research activities
cluding image understanding, expert systems, human
chophysics and object recognition. This collection of p
pers focuses upon human performance prediction
man-in-the-loop search and target acquisition tasks
places special emphasis on aided and unaided visual
infrared electro-optical systems. It also compleme
other special topic sections such as Advances in Reco
tion Techniques, Parts I and II, which were published
the January and March 1998 issues ofOptical Engineer-
ing.
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Modern military weapon system performance is us
ally limited by human operator capabilities during battl
field conditions. Operations research models clearly sh
that the ‘‘error bounds’’ for predicting overall system pe
formance are primarily determined by their ability to a
curately predict human performance. Tank command
or fighter pilots, for example, can often relate their re
tive success in tactical engagements to the time inte
necessary to ‘‘acquire the target.’’

Background clutter and signature countermeasu
make these acquisition tasks more difficult by increas
the average target detection and discrimination tim
Conversely, aided target recognition or screening devi
are designed to improve human performance by reduc
these time intervals. In either case human performa
capabilities will continue to serve as an important basel
for future semi- or fully-autonomous system requireme
and specifications.

Historically the development of robust target acqui
tion models has been a difficult challenge undertaken
marily by the sensor community. These models ha
evolved slowly over the years as a consequence of a p
understanding of the human visual system. The meth
ology has often suffered from two primary deficiencie
~1! a simplistic scene description that attempts to char
terize average target/background characteristics but d
not adequately address target detail or background clu
and ~2! an almost exclusive emphasis upon empirical e
trapolations from psychophysical experiments. T
former gives incorrect predictions of sensor performan
for realistic background scenes. The latter leads to res
that are often tuned to specific visual tasks and can
easily extrapolated beyond their original intended p
pose.

The papers in this special section describe models
assume humans employ a variety of visual processes
cognitive strategies. Which mechanisms are operative
pends upon the visual task, scene context, and exte
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stimuli. Early vision models compute metric values d
rectly from a ‘‘front end’’ retinal-cortical processing
module, which takes into account factors such as lu
nance adaptation, two-stage color vision, multi-scale s
tial filtering, temporal filtering, and nonlinear neural r
ceptive field saturation. Some models calculate met
from simple shape templates, edge curvature weight
and feature strength vectors using fuzzy logic rules
some other algorithm to predict target acquisition pro
abilities.

Other papers discuss wide field of regard~WFOR!
search and target acquisition~STA! visual tasks for static
and dynamic targets. Often times the human observe
viewing a scene through powered optics where the field
view ~FOV! of the optical instrument is much differen
than the original FOR. In this situation there is a trade
between optical magnification and a corresponding o
mal FOV required to obtain minimum average FO
search times. Optimal STA strategies for unaided obse
ers often involves a combination of foveal and parafov
vision capabilities. The transition between preattent
and attentive search patterns, for example, is impor
because the latter leads to longer detection times for
ficult to acquire targets.

The more recently developed computational models
early vision are becoming quite comprehensive in sc
and include many of the essential elements in the ret
cortical neurophysiology. The statistical decision modu
however, is inherently empirical at the present time a
makes use of a signal decision theory~SDT! paradigm to
predict both probabilities of detection and false alar
The latter is quite important since human detection p
formance is often limited by false alarm levels for high
cluttered scenes. These false alarm rates are often hi
dependent upon observer experience and capabilities,
can be specific to particular background scene conten
very important attribute of SDT in this regard is that t
statistical parameter d8 compensates for variations in hu
man observer response level for a particular visual ta
Other models predict probabilities of detection or hit a
ignore false alarms.

A wealth of new information about active brain phys
ology is coming from techniques such as functional m
netic resonance imaging~fMRI !. This knowledge will
help reshape our ideas about ‘‘smart’’ image represe
tions that facilitate existing brain machinery to perfor
complex visual tasks. After the less voluntary early visi
system where the elements of the input imagery are p
cessed through structured parallel channels, the ‘‘inter
diate’’ vision processes involve image segmentati
shape, and other factors as well such as learning and
man experience.

Clearly the more complex visual processes will eve
tually be understood in terms of bio-mechanisms e
ployed by the brain. This might eventually lead to
knowledge of ‘‘involuntary’’ human brain processe
which attempt to make sense out of confusing scenes
contain clutter and other distracters. Many of these iss
are discussed among the various papers in this specia
tion and will lead to new opportunities for exploiting hu
man target acquisition capabilities by both the sensor
countermeasure designers.
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In summary the editors would like to thank the contri
uting authors for their hard work and fine contributions
the papers in this special section. We would also like
thank Brian Thompson and his staff–especially Karol
Labes–for their expertise and diligence in helping us w
the editorial process.Optical Engineeringprovides a
unique forum in which to organize special topic sectio
and expeditiously get the technical papers published
distributed to the scientific and engineering communi
We have enjoyed the process of working with an exc
tional group of international experts in the field of targ
acquisition modeling and look forward perhaps to doing
once again someday.
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